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To Our Valued Customer
Diamond Products LTD is an international manufacturer and supplier of products and
services to the mining, quarrying, construction, industrial, and geotechnical markets.
Diamond Products, through its Equipment Development Group located in Oakdale,
California, is also the industry leader in the development and production of grinding,
grooving, and other specialty equipment.
We design and manufacture a complete line, from our 60 H.P. Dairy Barn grooving
machine to our 685 H.P. Highway Grinder.
The equipment was all developed from 25 years of being on the job, working with our
customers.
We grew up in the construction business. We understand the unique problems that
occur in the field or in the shop that do not occur “on the drawing board”.
When you need parts, service, or help solving a unique grinding or grooving problem,
please call us! This service is part of what you get when you buy from Diamond
Products. Contact us at our toll free number 1-800-225-0142 or by fax at 209-8476026.
To learn more about Diamond Products LTD, please visit our web site at
www.diamondproducts.com. To access a grinding and grooving specification sheet
online, look for “Grooving & Grinding”, under “Products”. For information select
the specific piece of equipment you are interested in.

Mission Statement
The purpose of the Grinding and Grooving Equipment Manufacturing Division of
Diamond Products is to provide functionally superior, technologically advanced, safe,
reliable, practical, and easy to operate concrete and asphalt grooving and grinding
systems that meet and exceed our customer needs. Employing a safe, ethical, legal, and
efficient process approach in the design, manufacture, and support of our grooving
and grinding systems allows us to achieve that purpose. By providing support for our
employees, customers, equipment, and vendors, in conjunction with a commitment to
continual improvement, we strive to be the benchmark for quality grooving and
grinding systems at a global scale.
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Limited Warranty
Warranty

Diamond Products LTD. makes the following limited warranty:
Diamond Products warrants each new and unused grooving or grinding machine and
accessory equipment sold by it (except items not manufactured by Diamond Products
such as engines, pumps, transmissions, and other trade accessories sold with, attached
to, or operated with Diamond Products’ products), to be free from defects in material
and workmanship under normal use and service for one (1) year from the date of
shipment from the Diamond Products factory, the obligation under this warranty
being limited to the replacement or repair at the Diamond Products factory, or at a
point designated by it, of such parts as shall appear to it upon inspection at such point
to have been defective in material or workmanship at the time sold, provided that the
part or parts claimed defective are returned to inspection points, transportation charges
prepaid.
Replacement or repair of the Diamond Products’ products as provided under this
warranty is the Buyer's exclusive remedy. This exclusive remedy will not be deemed to
have failed of its essential purpose so long as Diamond Products is willing and able to
replace or repair any defective product in the prescribed manner. In the event
Diamond Products fails to replace or repair the product as aforesaid, Diamond
Products’ entire liability shall not exceed the amount paid by the Buyer to Diamond
Products for its purchase of the defective product.
This warranty applies only to new and unused grooving or grinding machines and
accessory equipment which after shipment from the Diamond Products factory have
not been altered, changed or repaired in any manner.
Limitations on Warranty

In no event shall Diamond Products be liable for any indirect, special, incidental,
consequential or other damages, including but not limited to damage to or loss of
property or equipment, lost revenues or profits, or harm to goodwill or business
reputation directly or indirectly arising from the sale, handling or use of the product, or
from any other cause relating thereto and Diamond Products' liability hereunder.
Diamond Products shall not be liable to the Buyer for any claims, demands, injuries,
damages, actions or causes of action what so ever based on negligence or strict liability.
Maintenance items, such as filters, V-belts, air cleaners, wheels or Blade shaft bearings,
are not covered under this warranty.
If after inspection of the returned products, Diamond Products determines that the
defect is a result of misuse, mishandling, installation, abnormal conditions of operation,
unauthorized repair or modification, or due to the Buyer's failure to install, maintain or
operate the product in compliance with the written instructions, all expenses incurred
by Diamond Products in connection with the replacement or repair of the product
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shall be for the account of the Buyer. Any product returned to Diamond Products for
replacement shall become the property of Diamond Products.
The Buyer shall be responsible for all costs of shipping, customs clearance and other
related charges in connection with Diamond Products' replacement or repair of
products located outside the continental United States pursuant to the limited
warranty.
The validity, performance and interpretation of the limited warranty shall be governed
by the internal laws (and not the laws of conflicts) of the State of California. All
disputes arising in connection with the limited warranty shall be resolved, if not sooner
settled, by a court of competent jurisdiction located in Stanislaus County, California,
U.S.A.
Exclusion of Warranties

Diamond Products, LTD. makes no warranty that the products sold hereunder shall be
merchantable or that such products shall be fit for any particular purpose. Moreover,
Diamond Products makes no express or implied warranties except for the Limited
Warranty outlined in Paragraph 1. In addition, no representation or warranty, express
or implied, made by any distributor, sales representative, or field agent of Diamond
Products which is not specifically set forth herein shall be binding on Diamond
Products.
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Customer Service Policy
Start-Up

With some models of Diamond Products machinery a factory trained representative
will work with the customer’s appointed representative for a period of up to five
consecutive working days for the purpose of instruction in the proper operation,
maintenance, and safety features of the machine. At the end of this period a “Start-up
Inspection Report” will be filed to verify that the machine is operating in accordance
with design specifications. There will be no charge for this service. Please consult the
factory for information on models covered by this service.
We take great pride in our product and in our ability to provide customer service. If
mechanical problems do arise, please do not hesitate to call the service department at
Diamond Products, at 1-800-225-0142, for assistance. We have had many years of
field experience grinding and grooving concrete and we understand the problems
which can arise on the job. It is our sincere desire to help you to do your work safely
and profitably.
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PC-6000EC Highway Grinder
The PC-6000EC is a high production pavement grinding machine designed for
continuous grinding of irregular concrete. The principal of operation of the PC6000EC incorporates a diamond bladed cutting head suspended between the front
wheels, which are some distance from the cutting head, and depth control wheels that
are immediately behind the cutting head. The depth control wheels are within the
cutting head width and are adjustable vertically. Therefore, there is a plane established
between the front wheels and the depth control wheels. When the cutting head height
is adjusted to this plane, anything that extends above this plane is cut off.
Due to constantly changing elevations and depth of cut requirements, as the machine
travels the length of the project, the depth setting of the machine must be adjusted
from time to time by the operator.
Each project to be completed by the PC-6000EC has specific variables ranging from
type of pavement irregularities to acceptable finish grade; all the variables must be
taken into consideration by the operator for effective operation.
The addition of Electronic Controls provides various sensors and electronics to
monitor changing job conditions, and automatically adjust the operation of the PC6000EC to maintain preset set-points as entered by the operator or job foreman.
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Introduction & Safety Warnings
It is our sincere desire to help you do your work safely and profitably. No one should
be allowed to operate the PC-6000EC without first reading and understanding the
operating and safety procedures included in this manual.
Like any piece of heavy equipment, the PC-6000EC must be operated by a skilled
professional operator. This machine is not designed for use by a non-professional.
When operating the PC-6000EC, the following warnings must be heeded. Failure to
do so may result in serious injury or death.
CAUTION:

This machine uses rotating diamond blades that turn OPPOSITE TO
the direction of machine travel. If there is a mechanical failure in the
ground drive system, or if the traction unit is raised while the blades are
in contact with the pavement, the machine will be propelled backwards
without warning, driven by the rotating blades.


Never raise the Traction Frame when the diamond blades are in contact
with the pavement. The machine will be propelled backwards by the
blades. SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH COULD RESULT.



Never operate this machine UNLESS you thoroughly understand what to
do if the machine is propelled backwards by the rotating blades.



Never get off the machine for any reason during operation.
INJURY OR DEATH COULD RESULT.



Never let anyone work or stand directly behind the machine.



Never allow anyone except the operator to ride on any part of the
machine.



Never allow anyone to approach the operator or stand near the machine
during operation.



It is recommended that everyone stay at least ten feet clear of the
machine on all sides.



This equipment is intended to be used only on hard level concrete or
asphalt surfaces.



Always test the emergency stop system before going to work with the
machine.
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Do not operate this equipment unless the emergency stop system is
functioning properly.



Never attempt any adjustment or repair to the machine while the engine
is running.



Never put hands or feet under the machine with engine running or serious
injury may result.



Never work under the machine without first blocking the machine in the
raised position, blocking the wheels, and removing the key.



The PC-6000EC can be operated from the left or right side. The operator
must always operate from the side that is in the lane closure. Never
operate the machine from the side that is adjacent to live traffic.

There is no better safety precaution than
common sense and complete knowledge
of the equipment and its operation. Take
the time to thoroughly read and
understand this manual.
IT MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE.
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Before Starting
Before operating the PC-6000EC, thoroughly review the operating manual instructions
and warnings. Also familiarize yourself with the controls of the PC-6000EC, as well as
the locations of all emergency stops and engine shutdown controls.
The Pre-Operation Procedures outlined in the Maintenance section of this manual
must be followed in addition to the procedures outline below.
Before starting the Auxiliary Engine of the PC-6000EC:


Be sure the Blower Clutch is disengaged.



Place all Forward/Reverse levers in neutral.



Be sure the Spring Brakes are set.



Check to see that all switches are in the neutral or off positions.



Check engine oil and engine coolant.

Caution:

Never check engine coolant when hot.
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Start the Auxiliary Engine
The Auxiliary Engine, located at the front of the PC-6000EC, provides power for all
the functions of the PC-6000EC, with the exception of driving the cutting head. Once
the Auxiliary Engine is started, the machine can be moved and operated without
starting the Main Engine.
Before starting the Auxiliary Engine, the battery disconnect switch must be in the
“ON” position.
After performing all Pre-Operation procedures (see Section 4, page 5), start the
Auxiliary Engine by pushing in on and holding the “Reset” switch, and turning the key
to the “Start” position. Release key to the “Run” position after engine has started. Do
not allow the starter motor to run for more that 10 seconds without a proper cooling
period.
After the engine has started, allow for a short idle period before setting the throttle.
Normal engine speed should be between 1800 and 2100 RPM.
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Unloading the PC-6000EC
After the PC-6000EC has been towed to the job site, it will need to be unloaded from
the truck. To do this, the machine must be supported by its loading legs.
Caution:

The Loading Legs will be supporting the machine’s weight and must be
on a solid level surface.
The machine weight at the loading legs is approximately 25,000 lbs. and
can sink the legs into soft dirt or asphalt. Be sure the machine is on a flat
solid surface BEFORE removing the truck tractor.
Before unloading the machine from the truck be sure the spring brakes are set.
1. Using the loading leg switch lower the loading legs until the weight of the
machine is on the legs.
2. Disconnect the two air brake connections and the light wire connection.
3. Unlatch the fifth wheel.
4. Drive the truck away.
5. With the front wheels off the ground move the front wheel assembly to the
desired position using the Wheel Base Extend/Retract switch. (Typically, a
longer wheel base will produce a smoother cut.)
6. Lower the front of the machine to the ground and fully retract the loading legs.
Note:

The loading legs will not function unless the tank slide is centered with
the safety bolt installed.
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Special Notes on Dual Controls
The PC-6000EC is equipped with dual controls. The machine may be operated from
either the left or the right side by selecting the appropriate side with the “Operator
Select” switch located in the upper control panel.
When one side is selected, the steering, travel control, and Main Frame controls on the
opposite side DO NOT FUNCTION.
All three Emergency Stop Buttons will continue to function properly regardless of
which side is selected.
Caution:

The PC-6000EC can be operated from the left or right side. The
operator must always operate from the side that is in the lane closure.
Never operate the machine form the side that is adjacent to live traffic.
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Un-Pinning the Machine
Once the machine has been unloaded from the truck, and the weight of the machine
has been placed on the front bogey assembly, the Traction Frame and Main Frame can
be released.
Caution:

Always un-pin the Traction Frame BEFORE un-pinning the Main
Frame. Failure to do so can cause damage to the frames and hinge
assemblies.
1. With the Traction pressure knob turned fully counter-clockwise, jog the
Traction switch to free the Traction Frame retaining pins.
2. Remove the Traction Frame retaining pins.
Note:

It is sometimes helpful to use the loading legs to lift the front of the
machine slightly to free the Traction Frame pins.
3. Place the Traction switch in the down position; turn the Traction pressure
knob clockwise until the Traction Frame lowers.
4. Lower the Traction Frame until it has cleared the remaining pin
assemblies, approximately half way to the ground. Do NOT lower the
Main Frame until the Traction Frame is in this position.
5. With both of the Main Frame pressure knobs turned fully counterclockwise, jog the Main Frame switch to free the Main Frame retaining
pin.
6. Remove the Main Frame retaining pin.
7. Alternately lower the Traction Frame and the Main Frame until the
Traction Frame contacts the ground. Place the Traction switch in the
“Lower” position and turn the Traction pressure knob clockwise until at
least 1000 PSI is shown on the gauge.
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Caution:

NEVER RAISE THE TRACTION FRAME WHEN THE
DIAMOND BLADES ARE IN CONTACT WITH THE
PAVEMENT.
THE MACHINE WILL BE PROPELLED
BACKWARDS BY THE BLADES. SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH
COULD RESULT.
8. The Main Frame pressure control valves are adjustable up to a maximum
of 1500 PSI. Increasing the pressure increases the “weight” on the
grinding head. Decreasing the pressure reduces the “weight” on the
grinding head. Job conditions and the type of material being cut dictate
the best pressure settings.
The Traction Cylinder is adjustable up to a maximum of 1750 PSI.
Increasing the pressure increases the “weight” on the drive tires.
Decreasing the pressure decreases the “weight” on the drive tires. Job
conditions and operator skill will determine the correct pressure settings.
In general the pressure should be set just high enough to avoid noticeable
wheel slip. This will result in longer tire life.
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Operating Modes
The PC-6000EC can be operated in any of three general modes:


Travel Mode



Manual Grind Mode



Auto Grind Mode

Travel Mode

Travel Mode is used to travel the machine. In this operating mode there are no limits
on ground drive speed and none of the grinding parameters will influence the ground
drive speed.
Travel mode can be enabled by pressing the appropriate button on the operator’s
screen. Alternately, a momentary switch mounted in the joystick control box can be
used to toggle between Auto Grind Mode and Travel Mode.
Manual Grind Mode

Manual Grind Mode is similar to Travel Mode, with one exception. In Manual Grind
mode the maximum travel speed is roughly half the maximum travel speed in Travel
Mode. For adjustment of this preset value please contact the factory.
Manual Grind Mode can be enabled by pressing the appropriate button on the
operator’s screen. Alternately, the Manual Grind Mode can be enabled via a switch in
the Engine Control Panel. When the switch is turned in the clockwise direction,
Manual Grind Mode is enabled; this overrides all other selector modes, including the
operator’s screen and the joystick pushbuttons. This selector switch can be used in
case of a failure of the operator’s computer.
Auto Grind Mode

Most grinding will be done in Auto Grind Mode. In this mode of operation the
machine constantly monitors several grinding functions and, based upon this
information, automatically adjusts the forward travel speed. Some of the monitored
information includes:


Forward travel speed



Engine Load / RPM



Weight on depth control wheels.

Auto Grind mode can be enabled by pressing the appropriate button on the operator’s
screen. Alternately, a momentary switch mounted in the joystick control box can be
used to toggle between Auto Grind Mode and Travel Mode.
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Traveling the Machine
Once the machine has been un-pinned, and the Traction Frame has been lowered to
the ground, the machine is ready to travel.
Caution:

NEVER ATTEMPT TO MOVE THE MACHINE EXCEPT FROM
THE OPERATOR’S SEAT. IN CASE OF EMERGENCY SUCH AS
GROUND DRIVE SYSTEM FAILURE, ACTIVATE THE
EMERGENCY STOP. DO NOT OPERATE THIS MACHINE
UNTIL YOU HAVE READ THE SAFETY AND STARTING
PROCEDURES.

Caution:

The PC-6000EC can be operated from the left or right side. The
operator must always operate from the side that is in the lane closure.
Never operate the machine from the side that is adjacent to live traffic.
1. To move the machine, there must be a minimum of 80 PSI showing on
the air pressure gauge located at the front control station. If the air
pressure is lower than 80 PSI the spring brakes will not release.
2. For operation of the Emergency Stop System, refer to Page 14 of this
Volume.
3. Traveling the machine will generally be done in Travel Mode. For a full
explanation of operating modes, refer to the previous section ‘Operating
Modes’. To select Travel Mode either press the Travel Mode button on
the Operator’s Screen or press the momentary switch once.
4. With 80 PSI or more of air pressure showing on the gauge, release the air
brakes by pushing the brake control button in.
5. The machine will now travel forward or backward by using the active
travel control lever.
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Starting the Main Engine
The Main Engine of the PC-6000EC drives the cutting head only. For this reason the
engine need only be started when the machine is going to be cutting. For normal
traveling of the machine, and for loading and unloading, the Main Engine does not
need to be started.
Note:

Always disengage the engine clutch of the Main Engine before starting.
1. With the Main Frame lifted in such a way as to prevent the cutting blades
from touching the ground, and the clutch disengaged, turn the Main
Engine Run Switch to the “RUN” position.
2. Press the start button to engage the Main Engine Starter.
3. The Main Engine can be shut down at any time by turning the Run Switch
to the “OFF” position.
4. The Main Engine will not run or start unless all three Emergency Stop
buttons are pulled OUT, and the Auxiliary Engine key switch is in the
RUN position.
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Testing the Emergency Stop System
The Emergency Stop system must be tested each day before the PC-6000EC is put to
work. Testing the system only takes a few minutes, and COULD SAVE YOUR
LIFE. The PC-6000EC is equipped with three Emergency Stop buttons. When
pulled out, the buttons are in the ready position. Pushing any one of the buttons will:


Shut off fuel to the Main Engine, stopping it



Relieve all the down pressure on the Main Frame cylinders



Place the ground drive pump in neutral



Set the air brakes

To test the Emergency Stop system:
1. First, the machine must be unloaded, and un-pinned. The front engine
must be running. The Traction Frame must be in contact with the
ground.
2. Adjust the depth control wheels so that the blades will not contact the
ground, and then lower the Main Frame.
3. Disengage the clutch and start the Main Engine. Run the Main Engine at
low idle.
Caution:

NEVER TEST THE EMERGENCY STOP SYSTEM AT
ANYTHING ABOVE LOW IDLE. NEVER SHUT THE ENGINE
DOWN AT HIGH IDLE EXCEPT IN AN EMERGENCY.
REPEATED SHUT DOWN AT HIGH IDLE CAN REDUCE THE
LIFE OF THE TURBOCHARGER OR OTHER ENGINE PARTS.
5. Travel forward slowly and activate the Emergency Stop System.
6. Test the system using all three Emergency Stop Buttons to ensure that all
are functioning correctly.
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When an Emergency Stop button is pushed the following will happen:


The drive tires should stop turning.



Down pressure in the Main Frame cylinders should drop to near
zero.



The Main Engine should stop.



The Spring Brakes should apply.



The Auxiliary Engine should continue to run.

If any of these Emergency Stop System functions does not operate as described above
DO NOT operate the machine until it is repaired.
Note:

To reset the Emergency Stop System, the button must be pulled back
out. If any one of the buttons is pushed in, the Main Engine will not
start.

Special Notes on Emergency Stop System
The PC-6000EC is equipped with an Automatic Emergency Stop feature. This feature
is designed to automatically activate the Emergency Stop System in the event that
rearward movement is detected while grinding.
This feature may not activate under certain conditions and is not meant to replace the
normal alertness an operator must possess.
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Depth Control Adjustment
The PC-6000EC is equipped with two depth control assemblies. Each consists of a
tubular steel leg with a triple wheel assembly and a depth control jack with load cell.
The depth of the cutting head is controlled by the operator with these depth control
assemblies. By extending the assembly, the depth control leg is forced down, and the
cutting head is held higher. This would result in a lesser cut. As the depth control
assembly is collapsed, the cutting head is lowered into the pavement.
Should a situation result where the cutting head cannot remove material as fast as the
machine is propelled forward, the cutting head may try to “ride up” out of the cut. In
this case, the weight of the Main Frame would rest almost entirely upon the cutting
head, leaving very little weight present on the depth control leg assemblies. At this
time the depth control load cells would register a very minimal weight.
Each assembly can be controlled by switches located near the operator’s joystick
control, or alternately with pushbuttons on the operator’s screen. Each tap of the
button on the screen will move the jack approximately 1/16”. The depth control
switches will move the jacks at the operator’s discretion. While moving the jack the
operator’s screen will display a number illustrating how far the jack has moved. This
number will automatically zero after approximately 10 seconds.
Due to constantly changing elevations and depth of cut requirements as the machine
travels the length of the project, the depth setting of the machine must be adjusted
from time to time by the operator.
Before grinding, the operator may find it advantageous to adjust the depth control
assemblies in such a way that the cutting head is suspended just above the pavement.
With the machine moving forward slowly adjust each jack downward so that the cutter
head just contacts the pavement in mid panel.
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Tank Slide
The Tank Assemblies on the PC-6000EC can slide up to 15 inches in either direction.
This functions to offset weight on super-elevated curves or reduce lane encroachment.
Caution:

The tank assemblies must be centered, and the safety bolt installed before
transporting the machine. The loading legs will not function unless the
safety bolt is installed.
To operate the tank slide feature:
1. After the loading legs are fully retracted, remove the safety bolt from the
slider assembly.
2. With the water tank empty, and both the Traction Frame and Main Frame
assemblies on the ground, increase the weight in the two Frame assemblies
until the trailer tires are just off the ground.
3. Use either switch to slide the tank assembly as required.
Note:

Never slide the tank more than a very small amount with the trailer tires
on the ground.
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Water System
The PC-6000EC is fitted with a complete water system including automated water
pump and water alarm control. The water system can be operated in several modes.
Water Supply:

Onboard Tank

Water Pump:

AUTO

Water Alarm:

AUTO

Water Supply:

Off-Board Pump

Water Pump:

OFF

Water Alarm:

ON

Water Supply:

Onboard Tank

In this configuration, the water pump and water alarm will automatically activate
whenever the active Main Frame Lift/Lower Switch is placed in the Lower position.
They will continue to run for 5 seconds after the switch is removed from the Lower
position. Consult factory for different time delays.

In this configuration, the water pump will remain OFF, however the water alarm be
active.
Flushing with no alarm

To run water without lowering the Main Frame, place the Water Pump Switch in the
ON position. The pump will continue to run until the switch is removed from the
ON position.
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Operator’s Computer System
The PC-6000EC is equipped with a touch screen computer system to act as interface
between the operator and the machine’s control system. This computer is also integral
to data logging and reporting functions performed by the PC-6000EC. However, it is
important to note that the PC-6000EC is not reliant on the computer for operation.
The machine’s control system will still continue to function even if the computer
system fails.
The operator’s computer is configured to automatically start anytime the front engine
is started, and to continue to run for approximately 5 minutes after the front engine is
shutdown.
The operator’s computer uses several screens to navigate through the various functions
of the computer system, including control and reporting.
Section 5 of this manual explains in detail the navigation and functionality of this
computer system.
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To Begin Grinding
After both engines have been started, the Traction Frame firmly lowered onto the
ground, and the Traction Frame switch locked into the “Lower” position, you are
ready to grind.
1. Turn on the water pump and adjust to provide 5 to 10 PSI of
pressure on the gauge. This will provide a fan spray on all the tips.
sure that the spray bar is adjusted so that all blades are getting
approximately ½” above their points of contact with the pavement.
or less water may be used depending on blades and job conditions.

water
Make
water
More

The water pump can be energized one of two ways. When placed in the
‘ON’ position, the water pump will always run. When placed in ‘AUTO’,
the pump will start when the active Main Frame switch is placed in the
‘LOWER’ position, and will continue to run 5 seconds after the switch is
moved out of the ‘LOWER’ position.

Note:

If any adjustment or repair is required, refer to ALL the safety procedure
outlined earlier in the manual.

Caution:

Never attempt any adjustment or repair to the machine while either
engine is running.

Warning:

Never put hands or feet under the machine with the engines running or
serious injury may result.

Warning:

Never work under the machine without first blocking the machine in the
raised position, blocking the wheels, and removing the key.
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Caution:

The PC-6000EC can be operated from the left or right side. The
operator must always operate from the side that is in the lane closure.
Never operate the machine from the side that is adjacent to live traffic.
2. Attach a suitable discharge hose to the 3” outlet on the trash pump. The
hose should be of solid construction.
3. Turn on the trash pump and start the vacuum blower. The vacuum
blower will not start unless the trash pump is running.
4. With the machine sitting on a known flat surface adjust the depth control
wheels so that with the Main Frame switch in the “LOWER” position the
depth control wheels will allow the blades to just touch the pavement.
This is very important. If you are in doubt about the flatness of the
surface, always set the blades a little higher than the pavement.
5. Leave the Traction Frame switch in the “LOWER” position.
6. Engage the Main Engine clutch to start the blades rotating and set the
throttle to the desired RPM. Make sure that water is being vacuumed and
discharged through the discharge hose.
7. Place the machine in “AUTO GRIND” mode by selecting the appropriate
button on the operator’s screen, or pressing the momentary switch while
in Travel Mode.
8. Start the machine traveling slowly forward. At the same time, lower the
blades. Once the Main Frame is all the way down, push the joystick to the
full forward position and the machine will ramp up to speed.
As in any cutting process, for best overall performance the blades must cut as
smoothly as possible. Smooth cutting is a combination of type and quantity of material
being removed, the type of blade selected, and the travel rates used by the operator. As
each jobs varies greatly in scope and purpose, operator skill and experience is vital.
For details explanations of adjusting set-points refer to Section 5 of this manual.
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Operation of AUTO GRIND Mode
In Auto Grind Mode the PC-6000EC constantly monitors several key grinding factors
and uses this information to adjust the forward travel speed of the machine. If at any
time one or more parameters become out of range the PC-6000EC will adjust travel
speed to attempt to bring that parameter back within guidelines.
In Auto Grind Mode, the machine speed could be affected by:


Maximum Travel Rate



Engine Load / RPM



Weight on Depth Control Wheel Assemblies



Incoming Bump Height
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Special Notes on PC-6000EC Air Brake System
The air brake system of the PC-6000EC is a dual duty system. It is equipped with
spring brakes and automatic slack adjuster on both axles. When a truck is transporting
the PC-6000EC the air brake system operates as a normal trailer system.
When the machine is in operation a compressor mounted on the Auxiliary Engine
supplies air, and the system operates much like a truck tractor. When system pressure
reaches a minimum of 80 PSI the spring brake operating button located on the dash
panel can be pushed in and the spring brakes will release. Pulling the button out will
apply the spring brakes. The spring brakes must always be used for parking and during
loading and unloading.
Caution:

THE SPRING BRAKE CONTROL MUST BE PULLED OUT
DURING TRANSPORT.
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Loading and Transporting
When the project is complete, or the machine needs to be transported, there are some
important notes to remember.
Caution:

Never attempt to load the machine on any surface other that a hard level
concrete or asphalt surface capable of supporting the weight of the
machine and the loading legs.

Caution:

Always set the air brakes before lifting Traction Frame off the ground.

Note:

When pinning up the machine always pin up the Main Frame first and
the Traction Frame last. Failure to do so can cause damage to the frames
and hinge assemblies.

Note:

Fully retract wheel base before transport and inspect hydraulic and
electrical lines to ensure they don’t bind during wheel base retraction.

Note:

The tank assemblies must be centered to transport the machine. The
loading legs will not function unless the tanks are centered and the safety
bolt is installed.

Caution:

The Spring Brake control must be pulled OUT during transport. Failure
to do so will prevent the brakes from functioning properly.
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Hydraulic System

The four-cylinder Cummins engine located in the front of the machine powers the
hydraulic system. This same engine powers an air clutch, air compressor, and the
vacuum blower.
The PC-6000EC uses three hydraulic pumps that serve to provide the power required
by the machine to perform all functions, except that of turning the Blade Shaft and
vacuuming. The three hydraulic pumps and the systems they serve are as follows:



Ground Drive Pump - This circuit moves the machine forward and backward.



Cooling / Steering Pump - This circuit is for steering and moving oil through
the heat exchanger. (I thought there wasn’t a heat exchanger on this machine?)



Function Pump - This circuit provides power to the circuits that


Change the wheel base



Slide the tank assembly



Load the machine onto the truck



Raise and lower the Main Frame



Raise and lower the Traction Frame



Drive the water pump



Drive the trash pump



Operate Depth Control Wheels
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GROUND DRIVE

The ground drive pump is actually two pumps combined into one. The rear housing
of the pump holds a charge pump which provides control and make-up oil for the
closed loop ground drive system. The actual work of the ground drive is done by the
primary stage of the ground drive pump which is an axial piston, variable displacement,
bi-directional flow pump. This pump, through a closed loop, pumps oil to two axial
piston motors integrated into gearboxes.
Relief valves and pressure override valves are integral to the pump, and preset at the
factory to provide a maximum of 4000 PSI of ground drive pressure.
Caution:

The ground drive pressure must never exceed 4000 PSI.
A fail safe emergency stop valve is connected to the pump. In case of emergency stop
activation, the control oil of the pump is dumped to tank, allowing the pump to return
to center by way of mechanical springs. This valve should never be defeated, and in
case of failure must be replaced.
A case drain line connected directly to the hydraulic reservoir drains excess case oils
back to tank.
Refer to the enclosed manufacturer’s literature for additional information.
Note:

The ground drive pump, ground drive motors, and function pump must
never be started without oil present in the reservoir, in the suction lines,
and in the cases. Starting pumps and motors without proper lubrication
oil inside the cases can cause immediate and severe pump damage.
Always fill the case prior to starting.
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COOLING / STEERING CIRCUIT

A single section gear pump mounted on the end of the Function Pump supplies the oil
flow and pressure in this circuit.
The Steering Valves are open center-metering valve that direct oil to the Steering
Cylinder located at the front wheels. All the oil flowing through the steering valves is
directed through the heat exchanger and returned to the tank.
A relief valve is mounted near the pump limiting the pressure in this circuit to 1000PSI.
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FUNCTION CIRCUIT

The oil flow and pressure from a pressure compensated axial piston pump, mounted
on the back of the ground drive pump, supplies this circuit. This pump supplies oil to
the circuits at 2100 PSI at a flow rate automatically adjusted by the pump to meet the
flow required by the system at any particular time. The oil flows from the pump to the
Function Control Manifold Assembly. This manifold assembly contains nine stack
valves. Each stack valve controls one machine function.
The Wheelbase, Loading, Main Frame, and Traction Frame all utilize identical
direction control valves electrically operated and located at the top of each stack. The
Tank Slide circuit utilizes a different style of direction control valve.
The Wheelbase control stack also incorporates a pressure reducing valve that reduces
the pressure in this circuit from 2100 PSI to a pressure value that moves the wheelbase
assembly when it is lifted off the ground. This prevents the very long rod of the
wheelbase cylinder from being damaged if the cylinder is pressurized when the
wheelbase assembly is on the ground. This pressure reducing valve is located between
the direction control valve and the speed control valve in the wheelbase control stack
and is adjustable.
The Tank Slide control stack incorporates a double check valve located between the
direction control valve and the speed control valve. This valve prevents the tank form
drifting while in the offset position due to side loads imparted on the machine when
navigating a curve. The direction control valve in this stack also contains a special
spool that prevents drifting of the tank due to valve leakage.
The Loading Control Stack also incorporates a double check valve, located between
the direction control valve and the speed control valve, which prevents the loading
cylinders from drifting down during transport. Unlike the double check valve utilized
in the Tank Slide circuit, the check valves in the loading circuit can be manually
released by turning the release screws clockwise.
The Main Frame and Traction Frame circuits incorporate an adjustable pressurereducing valve for the downward pressure of the Main Frame and Traction Frame
cylinders. These valves are located in the operator’s panel and allow the operator to
adjust the amount of weight transferred from the overhead frame structure to the Main
Frame and Traction Frame assemblies.
The Water Pump and Trash Pump control valves are single direction valves. Each
circuit contains a relief valve set at 1000 PSI and a flow control valve. In the Trash
Pump circuit this flow control is adjustable from 3.75 gallons per minute to 6.25
gallons per minute. This can be adjusted to provide anywhere from 30 to 60 strokes
per minute at the Trash Pumps. The Water Pump circuit has a dash mounted flow
control valve downstream from the stack so the operator can control the Water Pump
speed, and with it the flow and pressure at the cutting head.
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The Depth Control valves control the hydraulic motors that operate the depth control
jack assemblies. Incorporated into the depth control valve stack are meter out flow
control valves to adjust the speed at which the depth control motors are turned. The
directional control valves are controlled directly by the PLC. They can be activated
either through the operator’s computer or via switches located at each operator station.
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Electrical System
The PC-6000EC operates on a 24 Volt DC system. The machine is equipped with two
sets of batteries, each made up of two 12 Volt batteries wired in series. The electrical
system consists of several groups of components:


General Components



Engine Electrical



Power Supplies



PLC Inputs/Outputs



Operator’s computer power system



Directly Switched Controls



Lighting and Ancillary Systems

Some basic guidelines must be observed when working with the electrical system of
the PC-6000EC:


In most cases digital multi-meters are preferred over test lights, as the high
impedance of the digital meters are less likely to interfere with low current
circuitry.



Wiring and components must never be moved, or removed, while energized.
Removing components in the PLC rack while energized could result in an
unrecoverable fault.



Work must never be done without first taking steps to ensure the machine is
not capable of uncontrolled movement, and a technician must also keep in
mind that actions he may take with the machine running may result in such
uncontrolled movement.



A minimum 10 foot area around the machine must be maintained to ensure
the safety of bystanders, and the technician must also operate with his own
personal safety in mind at all times.



Never work under the machine without first blocking it in the raised position.



Never manually override any of the safety features of the machine.
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General Components

Most of the systems on the PC-6000EC have several components in common. These
general components are described below.
Battery Disconnect Switch

The PC-6000EC is equipped with a battery disconnect switch. The switch is located
on the left hand side of the machine, adjacent to the Main Engine, inside the inner
frame rail. This switch disconnects the negative battery post from the frame of the
machine.
Warning:

Never disconnect the battery disconnect switch while either engine is
running. Disconnecting this switch with the Main Engine powered up
can cause extensive damage to the engine ECM. Before disengaging the
disconnect switch, ensure that all systems are in the “OFF” position.

Warning:

The System PLC and operator’s computer remain energized for a short
time after the front engine is shut down. Always wait at least 10 minutes
after shutting down the front engine before disconnecting the battery
switch.
Fuses and Relays

The PC-6000EC is equipped with three system fuses, and one system relay, located
inside an electrical junction box near the left hand battery. These circuit breakers
protect the following systems:


Lighting Circuits



Control System Power and Relay and Emergency Stop Sub-Systems



PLC Systems, Outputs and Relay

Refer to the wiring diagrams for more information of these systems.
An additional relay is located inside the engine control panel and is used in the
Emergency Stop System.
In addition to the relays located in the electrical junction box and engine control box,
two more relays are located inside the PLC panel. One relay energizes the operator’s
computer, while the other energizes the PLC.
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Auxiliary 24 Volt Fuse

Some of the Emergency Stop Systems and the ignition system for the rear engine are
further protected by a fuse located inside the engine control panel. Replace this fuse
only with one of the same type and rating.
Operator’s Computer System

The Operator’s Computer is powered by its own set of two 12 Volt batteries located
on the left side of the machine. These batteries are isolated from the system batteries
by an isolator also located on the left side. This circuit is protected by a fuse located
right at the batteries.
System Alternators

Each of the two engines of the PC-6000EC is equipped with a 24 Volt alternator.
Time Delays

The two relays located inside the PLC panel operate on a five minute time delay. Do
NOT disconnect the main battery switch until after this timer period has expired.
Output Protection Fuses

All of the PLC outputs are protected by 3 amp fuses. Should one of these fuses blow
first attempt to discover the cause of the blown fuse. When replacing these fuses,
always replace with the same type and rating fuse. Using a fuse of higher rating could
cause damage to the PLC.
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Engine Electrical

The Auxiliary (Front) Engine of the PC-6000EC is a mechanically injected turbo diesel.
This engine comes complete with full engine instrumentation and engine protection
shut down system. The engine will automatically shut down when:


Engine oil pressure is low



Engine coolant temperature is high

To start the engine, hold in on the shut down relay, and do not release until the engine
has oil pressure.
The key switch for this engine controls the system relays. When the key switch is
placed in the ‘Run’ position, the system relays are energized.
The key switch for this engine also controls a system unloading valve. This valve
strokes the function pump to a very low pressure (approximately 350 PSI). This aids in
cold weather starting by reducing the load on the engine.
The Main (Rear) Engine of the PC-6000EC is also equipped with full engine
instrumentation; however these gauges communicate directly with the engine ECM.
The engine ECM controls all functions of the engine, and contains self diagnostic
features to assist a Cummins representative in trouble shooting engine malfunctions.
The Auxiliary (Rear) Engine ECM also provides a signal to the PLC as to the current
load on that engine.
For more information on engine electrical systems, refer to the appropriate engine
manual, or consult the factory.
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Power Supplies

The PC-6000EC uses several power supplies to provide the various components with
the power necessary to properly function. These supplies include:


PLC Power supply



5 Volt power supplies

PLC Power Supply

The PLC used to control the PC-6000EC has a built in power supply attached directly
to its modular chassis. This power supply contains a replaceable fuse.
5 Volt Power Supplies

Inside the PLC cabinet on the middle left, are two 5 volt power supplies used together
to produce the 10 Volts used by the joysticks. If either of these two power supplies
should fail, uncontrolled movement of the machine may result. This can be countered
by recalibrating the joysticks.
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PLC Inputs and Outputs

The Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) that controls the PC-6000EC has several
inputs and outputs that monitor and control various functions on the machine. A
failure of one of these inputs or outputs may cause the machine to malfunction. It is
important to note that when working on the PC-6000EC disturbing these inputs or
outputs may cause undesirable and unpredictable results. For this reason never work
on the PC-6000EC with the engines running. When the engines are running there is
always the potential for unintended activation of the ground drive system. Always
minimize this risk by shutting down the engines of the PC-6000EC before doing any
maintenance or repair.
Digital Inputs

Digital inputs are ON/OFF signals sent to the PLC from other devices such as
operator’s switches. On the PC-6000EC most digital inputs are high at 24 Volts. That
is to say: 24 Volts present at the digital input will represent an ‘ON’ signal. An ‘OFF’
signal should be zero volts.
Most digital inputs on the machine can be diagnosed through the use of status
indicators present on the input cards of the PLC. When a digital input is energized the
corresponding status light on the PLC card illuminates.
Digital inputs are fairly robust signals; most will not be harmed by the use of test lights
or probes. However, the wiring for these signals should not be connected or
disconnected while energized. And as is the case with all PLC cards, the cards must
not be inserted or removed while the chassis has power applied.
Digital Outputs

Digital outputs are ON/OFF signals sent from the PLC to other devices such as
valves, alarms, and indicator lights. On the PC-6000EC most digital outputs are 24
Volts. When the digital output is energized by the PLC, 24 volts will be present on the
output terminal.
Most digital outputs on the machine can be diagnosed through the use of status
indicators present on the output cards of the PLC, and the use of a digital voltmeter.
When the digital output is energized the corresponding status light on the PLC card is
illuminated and the output terminal will have 24 Volts present.
Each of the digital outputs is protected by a 3 amp fuse located between the PLC card
and the output wiring. Should this fuse blow, every effort should be made to
determine the cause of the short circuit before the fuse is replaced. Continually
overloading the outputs of the PLCs output card can cause internal damage to the card
which can lead to the necessity of replacing the card.
Additionally, each of the outputs has a feedback diode designed to compensate for the
high voltages that can be present while de-energizing an inductive load. These diodes
are vital to ensure the longevity of the output card.
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The outputs of the PLC are directly controlled by the PLC. Before assuming that an
output is malfunctioning, first ensure that all criteria for the proper operation of the
output are met. For instance, if the output controlling the water pump does not
respond when the Water Pump Switch is set to the ‘ON’ position, the failure may
either be with the output to the water pump, or with the input from the Water Pump
Switch. Generally speaking, the status indicators of the output card can be used to
determine if the problem is with the output, or if the some other reason exists for the
output not to function. If the status indicator is ON, the output should be ON,
however if the status indicator is OFF, then the PLC has not seen the criteria necessary
for the output to be ON.
Analog Inputs

Analog inputs are variable voltage signals sent from devices to the PLC. These signals
can fall into the range of 0-10 Volts, -10 to +10 Volts, or 0-30 millivolts. These signals
differ from digital inputs in that while digital inputs are either ON or OFF, analog
signals are constantly variable. These signals are used to measure engine load, joystick
position, depth of cut, and load on depth control wheels.
These signals are designed to operate at very low current levels. For this reason,
checking of these signals must only be done with high impedance digital multi-meters.
Test lights must never be used on analog signals.
In all cases, the analog signal produced by a device will directly coincide with what that
device is measuring. For instance, as the weight on one depth control increases, the
output voltage from that load cell will also directly increase, telling the PLC how much
weight is applied.
Analog Outputs

Analog outputs are variable voltage signals sent from the PLC to other devices. The
primary analog output on the PC-6000EC is the ground drive signals. This signal
varies from -5 volts to +5 volts. 0 volts is neutral, with -5 volts would be a full reverse
signal, and +5 volts being full forward.
Again, these signals are designed to operate at very low current levels. For this reason,
checking of these signals must only be done with high impedance digital multi-meters.
Test lights must never be used on analog signals.
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Directly Switched Controls

The PC-6000EC has many directly switched controls. These are controls that are not
operated by the PLC, but instead directly controlled by switches available to the
operator. These controls include the Loading Legs, Wheelbase Adjustment, Trash
Pump / Blower Interlock, Traction Frame, and Tank Slide. None of these controls
can be affected by the PLC.
All directly switched controls operate on 24 volts DC and are powered by the control
system circuit.
Loading Legs

The Loading Legs of the PC-6000EC are used to raise the machine to a level where it
can be attached to the 5th wheel hitch of a towing tractor. These legs can also be used
to raise the front wheels of the machine so the wheelbase can be adjusted.
To prevent the machine from being loaded and towed with the tank out of position, an
interlock switch is provided on the tank slide retainer bolt. The slide retainer bolt must
be in place, and the interlock switch pushed before the loading legs will function.
Wheelbase Adjustment

The PC-6000EC Wheelbase Adjustment is directly switched by a selector switch
located in the front control panel. This function will be active any time the main
control system is active, however this system should only be used when the front
wheels are lifted off the ground by the loading legs.
Trash Pump / Blower Interlock

The Trash Pump valve is directly energized by the Trash Pump switch located in the
engine control panel. When the switch is turned fully counter-clockwise, the Trash
Pump and Blower are both in the OFF position. One position to the right of this
would energize only the Trash Pump, and turned fully clock-wise will engage the Trash
Pump and Blower
The Blower Interlock valve prevents the blower from functioning unless the trash
pumps are enabled. This will prevent a back-up of material from forming in the
vacuum system, potentially causing damage to the blower.
Traction Frame

The Traction Frame valve of the PC-6000EC is directly controlled by the Traction
Frame switch located at the rear engine control panel. The Traction Frame switch will
be active anytime the control system is active.
Tank Slide

The PC-6000EC has a tank slide feature that allows the water and fuel tanks to be
offset up to 15 inches in either direction. This feature is enabled any time the control
system is active, however must only be used once the tank slide retainer bolt has been
removed.
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Lighting and Ancillary Systems

The PC-6000EC is equipped with a dedicated lighting system. This system utilizes its
own circuit breaker and is completely separate from all other systems on the machine.
The lighting system is controlled by two switches located in the upper control panel at
the operator’s station. One switch controls the work lights for the entire machine.
The other switch activates the strobe light located at the back of the machine and any
other optional traffic warning systems.
These switches are active any time the battery disconnect switch is connected.
Work lights should only be replaced with like kind and rating.
Before any additional loads are added to this system an analysis must be done to
confirm that the rating of the system will not be exceeded.
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Recommended Oils, Lubricants, and Filters
OILS & LUBRICANTS
Hydraulic Oil
Trash Pump Transmission
Trailer Axles
Main Right Angle Drive Gearbox
Cummins Engines
Lubricator for Blower Clutch
Blower
Drive Wheel Gearboxes
Blade Shaft Bearings
General Chassis Joints and Pivots

Tellus 32
SAE 80/90 EP Gear Oil
85W-140W
15W-40
Valvoline Premium Blue 15W-40
10W Non Synthetic
AEON PD Synthetic Blower Lube
Shell Omala Oil F220 or HD220
Lubriplate EMB
Lubriplate EMB

FILTERS
Auxiliary (Front) Engine
Oil Filter
LF3345
Large Fuel Filter
FF5052
Small (In-line) Fuel Filter
FS1280
Coolant Filter
70334N
Main (Rear) Engine QSX-15L
Oil Filter
LF9000
Fuel Filter
FS1040
Coolant Filter
WF2126
Primary Air Filter
P78-1098
Safety Air Filter
P78-1102
Vacuum System
De-Mister Element
2502272
Blower Filter Element
2703380
Hydraulic System
Drive Wheel System Filter
2703301
2703304
Functions System Filter
In-tank Debris Filter
2504061
Water System
Water Filter
2703907
Air System
Blower Clutch Desiccant
2504136
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PC-6000EC General Maintenance Notes
Planned maintenance of the PC-6000EC is critically important for safe and efficient
operation. The proper preventative maintenance performed at the required intervals
will lead to longer machine life with significantly less down time. Maintenance tasks
are most simply divided into time intervals as follow:
1. Daily Pre-Operation
2. Daily Post-Operation
3. 50 Hours (Weekly)
4. 100 Hours (Bi-Weekly)
5. 250 Hours (Monthly)
6. 500 Hours
7. 1,500 Hours (Yearly)
8. 2,000 Hours
9. 6,000 Hours (2 Years)
Each of the following sections details the required maintenance operations at these
time intervals.
Maintenance requirements, intervals, and procedures are provided in Volume 1 for all
components of the PC-6000EC, including those components not manufactured by
Diamond Products. However, specific repairs may at times be required for those
components not manufactured by Diamond Products. Volume 2 contains the
Operation Manuals for each of these components. Please reference the necessary
manual located in Volume 2 when maintenance or repairs outside the scope of
Volume 1 are required on components not manufactured by Diamond Products.
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Post-Operation

Post-Start

Pre-Start

PC-6000EC Daily 30 Maintenance and Procedures
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Inspect for Leaks
Inspect for Cracks and Loose or Missing Bolts
Inspect for Damaged and/or Missing Guards
Inspect for Proper Placement and Legibility of All Safety Placards
Check Engine Oil and Coolant Levels in Both Engines
Drain Fuel/Water Separators on Both Engines
Check Air Cleaner Indicators on Both Engines
Inspect Belts, Cooling Fans, Air Piping, and Crankcase Breathers on Both Engines
Check Hydraulic Oil Level
Check Blower Oil Level
Inspect Drive System
Check Trailer Axle Oil Level
Disengage Main Clutch
Place all Forward/Reverse Levers in Neutral
Ensure Spring Brakes are Set
Ensure all Switches are in the Neutral or Off Position
Check Hydraulic Oil Filter Indicators
Check Brake Operation
Test Emergency Stop System Operation
Clean and Flush Out the Vacuum System
Clean De-Mister and Blower Filter Elements
Clean and Wash the Spray Bar, Spray Tips, Vacuum Shroud, and Water Filter
Lubricate Auxiliary (Front) Engine Jack Shaft Bearings
Lubricate Front Overhung Load Adapter
Drain Air Tanks
Lubricate Blade Shaft Bearings
Lubricate Main Clutch Release and Main Bearings
Lubricate the Trash Pump Jack Shaft Bearings
Lubricate the Trash Pump Crank Arm Bearings
Lubricate the Trash Pump Overhung Load Adapter
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Daily Pre-Operation Maintenance & Procedures
These Pre- and Post-Operation Maintenance procedures are organized so that the
operator/inspector can perform these tasks in a logical and efficient manner, working
in general from the front of the machine toward the rear.
1. Inspect for leaks.
2. Inspect for cracks and loose or missing bolts.
3. Inspect for damaged and/or missing guards.
Caution:

Never operate the machine without all safety guards in place.
4. Inspect for proper placement and legibility of all Safety Placards.
5. Check Engine Oil and Coolant Levels in both Auxiliary and Main Engines.
Caution:

Never check engine coolant when hot.
6. Drain Fuel/Water Separators on both Auxiliary and Main Engines.
7. Check Air Cleaner Indicators on both Auxiliary and Main Engines.
8. Inspect Belts, Cooling Fans, Air Piping, and Crankcase Breathers on both
Auxiliary and Main Engines.
9. Check Hydraulic Oil Level.
10. Check Blower Oil Level.
11. Inspect Drive System.
Caution:

Failure of the Drive System may cause the machine to be propelled
backward by the blades without warning causing serious injury or death.
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12. Check Trailer Axle Oil Level.
13. Disengage Main Clutch.
14. Place all Forward/Reverse Levers in Neutral.
15. Ensure Spring Brakes are set.
16. Ensure all Switches are in the Neutral or Off Position.
17. Check Hydraulic Oil Filter Indicators.
18. Check Brake Operation.
19. Test Emergency Stop System (Section 2, Page 14).

Daily Post-Operation Maintenance and Procedures
20. Clean and Flush Out the Vacuum System.
a. Raise the blades until they are no longer cutting, but not high
enough to raise the vacuum shroud off the pavement surface
b. Continue to spray water and run the vacuum until clear water
flows out the discharge of the trash pump
21. Clean De-Mister and Blower Filter Elements.
a. Remove De-Mister Element and wash thoroughly
b. Wash out De-Mister Housing while running trash pump until
trash pump runs clear.
c. Shut off trash pump and re-install De-Mister Element
Note:

De-Mister Element is directional and must be installed correctly.
d. Remove Blower Filter Element and wash thoroughly
e. Allow excess water to drain before re-installing
22. Clean and Wash the Spray Bar, Spray Tips, Vacuum Shroud, and Water
Filter.
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a. Ensure all tips are open; remove and clean any that are plugged
b. Clean the water filter after first day of operation and then as often
as necessary depending on cleanliness of water supply
Caution:

Dirty water will plug spray tips and ruin diamond blades.
23. Lubricate Auxiliary (Front) Engine Jack Shaft Bearings with 2 Strokes
from a hand grease gun using Lubriplate EMB.
24. Lubricate Front Overhung Load Adapter with 1 Stroke from a hand
grease gun using Lubriplate EMB.
25. Drain Air Tanks.
26. Lubricate Blade Shaft Bearings with 10 Strokes from a hand grease gun
using Lubriplate EMB.
27. Lubricate Main Clutch Release and Main Bearings with 1 Stroke from
hand grease gun using Lubriplate EMB
28. Lubricate Trash Pump Jack Shaft Bearings with 2 Strokes from a hand
grease gun using Lubriplate EMB.
29. Lubricate Trash Pump Crank Arm Bearings with 2 Strokes from a hand
grease gun using Lubriplate EMB.
30. Lubricate Trash Pump Overhung Load Adapter with 1 Stroke from a
hand grease gun using Lubriplate EMB.
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50 Hours or Weekly Maintenance
1. General / Chassis Lubrication
a. Lubricate the front bogey assembly pivots
b. Lubricate the front bogey assembly wheelbase extension slides
c. Lubricate front wheel bearings, pivot, and tilt mechanisms
d. Lubricate Main Frame pivots (may need to lower in order to
release pressure to allow grease into pivot)
e. Lubricate Volumetric Leg pivot
f. Lubricate Traction Frame pivots
g. Lubricate Operator’s Seat pivot
h. Lubricate Depth Control Wheel Assembly Slides
i.

Lubricate Tank Slides

2. Clean and Lubricate Vacuum Blower (also perform if machine will be
inoperative for more than three consecutive days).
a. Shut machine off, remove inlet and outlet flanges from vacuum
blower and clean out any concrete build up
b. Rotate blower by hand and apply a liberal amount of oil to the
blower lobes to prevent them from rusting together
3. Check oil level in Vacuum Blower gear case.
4. Check adjustment of belts:
a. hydraulic pump
b. blower drive
c. blade shaft
d. trash pump
e. water pump
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5. Check Air Filters for Auxiliary (Front) and Main (Rear) Engines; service as
necessary.
6. Lubricate Depth Control Actuators with 2 Strokes from a hand grease gun
using Lubriplate EMB
7. Change Trash Pump Gear Case Oil after initial 50 hours only; check Trash
Pump Gear Case Oil level every 50 hours thereafter.
8. Inspect Wheel Motor Gearboxes.
a. Visually inspect for any damage
b. Inspect for unusual noise
c. Check oil level
9. Inspect Blower Desiccant Filter, Particulate Filter, and Lubricator.
a. If silica gel desiccant has changed from blue (dry) to pink (wet)
there are two (2) service options:
i. Remove desiccant and dry in an over for 3 hours at 350°F
or until material returns to original blue color
ii. Remove and replace silica gel desiccant with new material
b. Inspect Particulate Filter and replace if necessary
c. Ensure that one (1) drop of oil forms in the Lubricator sight gage
approximately every 20 clutch cycles
i. Richer: Turn adjustment knob on top of lubricator
counter-clockwise
ii. Leaner: Turn adjustment knob on top of lubricator
clockwise
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100 Hours or 2 Week Maintenance
1. Change Oil in the Main Right Angle Drive Gearbox after initial 100 hours
only; change Main Right Angle Drive Gearbox Oil every 500 hours
thereafter.
2. Lubricate Main Clutch Cross Shaft with 2 Strokes from a hand grease gun
using Lubriplate EMB
3. Check Main Clutch adjustment/engagement force; adjust as necessary
(Section 4, page 12).
4. Change Drive Wheel Gearbox Oil after initial 100 hours only; change Drive
Wheel Gearbox Oil every 1,500 hours thereafter.

250 Hours or 6 Month Maintenance
1. Service Auxiliary (Front) and Main (Rear) Engines.
a. Change Oil and Oil Filters
b. Test Supplemental Coolant Additive (SCA) and Antifreeze
Concentrations; adjust as necessary

500 Hours Maintenance
1. Change Hydraulic Oil after initial 500 hours only; change Hydraulic Oil every
2,000 hours thereafter.
2. Change Hydraulic Oil Filters every 500 hours or when indicators approach the
red mark, whichever occurs first.
a. Change High Pressure Filter for Ground Drive system
b. Change Return Filter for Functions system
3. Change Trash Pump Gearbox Oil.
4. Lubricate Drive End Bearings on Blower using Lubriplate EMB.
5. Change Oil in the Main Right Angle Drive Gearbox.
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1,500 Hours or Yearly Maintenance
1. Change Oil in the Drive Wheel Gearboxes.
2. Change Oil in the Blower.
3. Service Auxiliary (Front) and Main (Rear) Engines.
a. Change Coolant Filters
b. Change Fuel Filters
c. Check cooling fan belt tensioners
d. Check for air leaks (soot at joints, etc).
e. Check wiring harness for damage

2,000 Hours Maintenance
1. Change Hydraulic Oil.
2. Clean in-tank hydraulic debris screen.

6,000 Hours or 2 Year Maintenance
1. Service Auxiliary (Front) and Main (Rear) Engine.
a. Check crankcase breather tubes
b. Check radiator hoses
c. Check shutterstats and thermatic fans
d. Steam clean engines
e. Check engine mounts
f. Check vibration dampners
g. Overhead set (see Cummins manual for description)
2. Inspect Main Clutch Pilot Bearing (non-greasible type); replace as necessary.
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Main Clutch Adjustment
When new, the Main Clutch requires several, frequent adjustments. It is the
responsibility of the owner/operator to ensure the clutch is adjusted properly. The
clutch engagement force should be between 218 and 289 foot-pounds at the cross
shaft. A 1 ½” hex nut is provided at the end of the cross shaft to provide easy access,
allowing for regular engagement force checking.
WARNING:

Before performing this procedure ALWAYS turn both engines off and
disconnect batteries.
To adjust Main Clutch:
1. Remove PTO Nameplate.
2. Disengage Clutch and rotate until access to the adjusting lock pin is available.
3. Disengage the adjusting lock pin
4. Turn the adjusting ring as needed until an engagement force of between 218
and 289 foot-pounds is reached at the cross shaft.

Tensioning the Drive Belts
The PC-6000EC uses two gear type belts to transmit power from the Main Engine to
the cutting head. When installing these two belts, care must be taken to ensure proper
tension of the belts, and proper timing between the two belts.
One of the drive sheaves has a slotted bushing that allows for timing adjustment of
one of the belts. To properly install the drive belts, first install and tighten the belt on
the side that does NOT have the adjustable bushing.
See the following section for specific information on Cog Belt Tensions.
After the first belt is tight, install and tension the second belt, leaving the slotted
bushing slightly loose, so that the sheave can rotate to achieve proper timing.
Once the second belt is tensioned, and the bushing has been timed, tighten the
bushing.
Re-install guards when complete.
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Cog Belts
Introduction

The PC-6000 uses a total of four cog belts in three systems to transmit power. Proper
tension of these belts is critical in maintaining efficiency and reducing wear on
components. Generally speaking, the lowest reasonable tensioning force that can be
used will result in the longest life of the belt and bearings.
To properly tension cog belts, use a tension tester. Below is an excerpt taken from the
user’s guide of a Gates® Tension Tester.
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Use the table below to find the proper tension force and deflection distance for the
various cog belts on the PC-6000. Note that special procedures apply to tensioning the
two synchronized head drive belts. For these procedures, see page 12 of this
Maintenance Section.
PC-6000 Pump Drive

New Belt
Used Belt

Deflection Distance
.477”
.477”

Minimum Force
55 lbs
42 lbs

Maximum Force
60 lbs
46 lbs

Deflection Distance
.132”
.132”

Minimum Force
6 lbs
4.6 lbs

Maximum Force
6.5 lbs
5.1 lbs

Deflection Distance
.553”
.553”

Minimum Force
133 lbs
101 lbs

Maximum Force
143 lbs
112 lbs

.2”

45 lbs

48 lbs

PC-6000 Trash Pump Drive

New Belt
Used Belt
PC-6000 Head Drive

New Belt
Used Belt
Optional

New Belt
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Blade Shaft and Blade Removal
The Blade Shaft assembly weighs approximately 4000 lbs. and is approximately 7’ 6” in
length. It must be lifted to the vertical position to change blades. Failure to follow
these instructions and/or failure to use the proper tools and fixtures can lead to serious
injury or death.
Always heed the following warnings when performing this procedure.


Two people familiar with normal and safe rigging practices and
familiar with this process should be used for this procedure. one
person should not attempt this alone



Never attempt to stand the Blade Shaft vertically on anything
except a hard, flat, level concrete surface capable of supporting the
weight of the Blade Shaft.



Never stand the Blade Shaft in anything except the 7600102 stand
provided. (Figure 1).



Never attempt to lift the Blade Shaft with anything except the
proof tested 2502246 hoist ring provided. (Figure 2).



Always inspect these two items for damage and inspect all other
rigging used prior to lifting the assembly.

Figure 1 - 7600102 Stand

Figure 2 - 2502246 Hoist Ring
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To Remove the Blade Shaft Assembly from the
Machine
1. Position the machine on a flat concrete or asphalt surface, and set the
brakes.
2. Shut off the Main Engine and disengage the clutch.
3. Adjust the Depth Control Wheels so that the head is just touching the
pavement with the Main Frame down.
4. Remove the belt guards and belts.
5. Remove the cap screws that secure the head bearings to the Main Frame.
6. Slowly raise the Main Frame. The head will remain on the ground. (Figure
3).

Figure 3 - Blade Head and Shaft on the ground after Main Frame raised

7. Pin the Main Frame in the raised position and roll the head forward until it
can be turned 90 degrees and rolled out from under the machine. Note:
Field experience has shown that it is often helpful to roll the assembly up
onto two used spacers which can then be used as a “turn-table”. Two
people must be used for this step.
8. Block the Blade Shaft front and rear of the blades so it cannot roll.
(Wooden 2 x 4’s are good for this.) Now remove the driven sheaves and
keys on each end of the shaft.
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9. The Blade Shaft is made with one fixed flange on one end and one flange
that is a threaded nut with 12 5/8” cap screws in the outer face. Remove
the bearing from the end with this nut. The bearing on the fixed flange
end need not be removed.
10. Using a 15/16” socket and ratchet, alternately loosen, but do not remove,
all 12 5/8” cap screws.
11. Using the special spanner provided, loosen just slightly the threaded nut.
Note:

If there are any exposed threads on the 8” diameter Blade Shaft
protruding beyond the nut, be sure to clean and lubricate them
thoroughly before loosening the nut.
12. Position the 7600102 stand on a flat concrete pad not less than 36” x 36” x
5”.
13. Install the 2502246 hoist ring into the threaded hole provided on the nut
end of the Blade Shaft and tighten. (Figure 4).

Figure 4 - 2502246 Hoist Ring installed on nut end of the Blade Shaft
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Note:

Be sure that the bolt enters fully and the shoulder rests squarely on the
end of the Blade Shaft. It may be necessary to clean or tap the threads in
the end of the Blade Shaft.

Caution:

Never attempt to lift the Blade Shaft without the hoist ring fully seated.
14. Attach a suitable lifting device to the hoist ring and slowly lift the Blade
Shaft assembly to the vertical position. (Figure 5).

Figure 5 - Slowly lift Blade Shaft assembly to the vertical position
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15. Position the Blade Shaft over the 7600102 stand and slowly lower the
Blade Shaft into the stand until it is fully seated against the step shoulder in
the shaft. (Approximately 6”). (Figure 6)

Figure 6 - Lower Blade Shaft into 7600102 stand until fully seated against the step shoulder

16. Slacken the hoist, and before removing the rigging, attempt to rock the
Blade Shaft. It should be stable. If it is not stable, find out why before
proceeding, your life may depend on it.
17. With the Blade Shaft standing solidly in the vertical position, and working
from the ground or an approved safe work platform, remove the rigging,
the joist ring, and the threaded end nut.
18. The push plate, blades, and spacers can now all be removed one at a time.
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Assembly and Installation of the Blade Shaft
Cleanliness is all important. There must be no foreign material on the Blade Shaft,
threaded nut, pusher plate, or in between the blades and spaces. If there is blade
wobble and short blade life will result.
1. With a clean Blade Shaft standing in the 7600102 stand as described above,
alternately stack blades and spacers onto the shaft followed by a .375 push
plate. The number of blades and spacers may vary due to manufacturing
tolerances. The total width of the stack including the push plate should be
50.750”. Add spacers as necessary behind the push plate to achieve this
dimension. (Figure 7).

Figure 7 - After thorough cleaning stack blades and spacers on Blade Shaft
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2. Coat the shaft threads with “Never-Seize” and snug them against the push
plate with all 12 5/8” bolts backed out below the face of the nut. Tighten
these only by hand at this time. (Figure 8).

Figure 8 - Coat shaft threads with "Never-Seize" and hand tighten 5/8” bolts at this stage
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3. Install the hoist ring and attach to a suitable lifting device as described
above. (Figure 9).

Figure 9 - Install 2502246 Hoist Ring and lift to vertical position
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Figure 10 – Tighten the threaded nut

4. Tighten the 12 5.8” cap screws alternately and evenly at 180 degree
intervals (much like you would tighten a cylinder head). Torque to 85-100
ft/lbs. This will adequately compress the stack. (Figure 10 and Figure 11).

Figure 11 - Tighten 5/8" cap screws alternately and evenly at 180 degree intervals to 85-100 ft/lbs
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5. Place a bead of silicone around the gap between the nut and the push
plate. This will prevent concrete slurry from damaging the threads of the
5/8” cap screws.

Figure 12 - Placing silicone around gap between nut and push plate as well as thread at outside of Blade Shaft

6. Put a bead of silicone around the thread at the outside of the Blade Shaft
to protect it. (Figure 12).
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7. Using a suitable lifting device as discussed above, lift the Blade Shaft out of
the stand and lower it into the horizontal position. (Figure 13).

Figure 13 - Lowering Blade Shaft into horizontal position

8. Re-install the bearing and drive sheaves, and position the shaft back under
the machine.
9. Lower the machine slowly until the bearing mounts are just above the
bearing housings, and then install the bolts. Be sure that the Blade Shaft
assembly is mounted squarely under the machine and tighten the bolts.
Install and tighten the belts and re-install the belt guards.
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Removal of Blade Shaft Bearings
1. Remove the sealant from the three (3) Allen head bolts that secure the
outer seal retainer to the bearing housing and remove the Allen bolts and
the retainer from the bearing housing.
2. After removing the sealant from the two (2) Allen bolts that clamp the
centrifugal labyrinth seal to the Blade Shaft, remove the bolts and the seal.
3. After removing the sealant from the Allen bolts that retain the inner seal
retainer to the bearing housing remove the bolts and the retainer.
4. After placing a suitable block under the bearing housing, remove the four
(4) nuts that hold the bearing housing together.
5. Separate the bearing housing halves exposing the bearing, taking note of
the position of the stabilizing ring, the rubber labyrinth seals and the Vring contact seals.
6. Remove the outer rubber labyrinth and the V-ring contact seal.
7. Using a suitable tool, mark the location of the taper adapter sleeve on the
shaft.
8. With a suitable tool, lift the locking tab of the locking ring from the
bearing retaining nut.
9. Using the hammer driven wrench supplied with the PC6000, remove the
retaining nut.
10. Remove the locking ring.
11. Thread the retaining nut back on the adapter sleeve leaving 1/8” (3mm)
clearance between the retaining nut and the bearing.
12. Place the “U” shaped fixture of the bearing puller tool supplied with the
PC6000 behind the bearing being careful to place the “U” shaped fixture
the adapter sleeve, NOT THE SHAFT.
13. Using the threaded rods supplied, attach the circular fixture of the bearing
puller to the “U” shaped fixture, making certain that the circular fixture is
resting on the shaft and the side of the circular fixture is against the end of
the adapter sleeve.
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14. Tighten the nuts on the threaded rods, alternately, so that an even pressure
is exerted on the circular fixture. Continue tightening the nuts until the
bearing is released from the sleeve.
15. Remove the bearing puller assembly.
16. Remove the bearing and adapter from the shaft.
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Installation of Blade Shaft Bearings
Install the Blade Shaft bearings in reverse order of removal, as outlined above.
Always pack the bearing with fresh grease. Use Lubriplate EMB. (Figure 14).

Figure 14 - Using Lubriplate EMB to pack bearings with fresh grease
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Use caution when installing the “V” ring seal. This seals should be rolled onto the
labyrinth seal after the bearing housing is bolted together. The lip face of the seal must
have full face contact on the bearing housing. (Figure 15).

Figure 15 - "V" ring seal
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Introduction
The PC-6000EC uses a full mobile Personal Computer and touch screen as an
Operator’s Interface. A wide variety of graphic screens are provided for operator
control and adjustments as well as trouble shooting, blade measuring, and data storage.
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Operating Screen
The Operating Screen is the first screen shown when the Operator’s Interface is
powered up. From this screen, the operator can view and change the operating
parameters of the PC-6000EC. At anytime, the Operating Screen can be shown by
pressing the “Operating Screen” Button located in the upper left corner of the screen.

The operating screen can be broken down into six sections.


Menu Bar



Operating Bar Graphs



Engine Tachometer



Depth Control Adjustment



Machine Speed Mode



Grinding Mode
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Menu Bar

The Menu Bar contains links to various other screens as well as a link to the operating
screen.

As mentioned previously the “Operating Screen” button in the upper left corner can
be used at any time to return to the operating screen.
The “Reports” Menu can be used to access the various reports generated by the PC6000EC. Details of these reports can be found later in this section.
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The “WW Utilities” button can be used to access various utilities that are used to
calibrate sensors, view detailed historical data, and access the computer’s operating
system.

More details of these other screens can be found later in this section.
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Operating Bar Graphs

The Operating Screen contains four bar graphs that are used to graphically represent to
the operator the current operating conditions of the PC-6000EC.
Machine Speed Bar Graph

The top bar graph is the “Machine Speed” bar graph. This bar graph shows the
operator the current machine speed, as well as the maximum allowed speed.

This bar graph can be further divided into several parts.
At the left is an indicator light. This light will turn red, and the whole bar graph will
turn yellow when the machine is in auto grind mode, and Machine Speed is the
overriding control parameter.
The blue read out shows the current machine speed.
The red read out shows the current joystick set point. This set point may be below the
maximum speed set point, if the joystick is not pushed all the way forward.
On the graph itself, the vertical red line indicates the maximum speed set point, while
the trapezoid indicates the current joystick set point, and will match the red read out.
During operation, a blue bar will appear matching value with the blue read out. When
this blue read out is compared to the red and green scale along the bottom of the
graph, the blue graph should operate inside the green range.
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No scale will appear on the graph until an operating mode is selected. Once an
operating mode is selected a numbered scale will appear at the bottom of the graph.
The values of this scale will change as the operating mode is changed.
When in auto grind mode or manual grind mode, the scale will appear with a range of
0-80 FPM.

When in travel mode the scale will appear with a range of 0-150 FPM.
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Engine Load Bar Graph

The second bar graph displays the current engine load. The engine load does not have
a set point, and is allowed to go all the way to 100%. After the engine load reaches
100%, the engine RPM will begin to droop.

Similar to the Machine Speed Bar Graph, the blue read out indicates the current engine
load value, and blue bar displays the identical value in a graph form.
Depth Control Load Bar Graphs

The Operator’s Screen also contains two bar graphs for monitoring the actual weight
(in pounds) currently on each of the sets of depth control wheels.
Load cells on the depth control wheels monitor this weight. If this weight gets too
light, indicating that the depth control wheels are about to ride out of the cut, the bar
graphs lights up and indicates that the machine is being slowed down because of this
condition.

As with the other bar graphs, the blue read out indicates the current weight on each of
the depth control assemblies and the blue bar indicates the same value in a graphical
fashion.
As with the Machine Speed Bar Graph the blue bar should operate inside the green
range. When the blue bar enters the red range this indicates that the weight on the
depth control wheel has slipped below the minimum load set point and the machine
may switch over to depth control load control mode. This will be indicated by the red
light at the left and the bar color changing to yellow.
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Engine Tachometer

The graphical tachometer display on the operator’s screen displays the current engine
RPM. After the engine load bar graph indicates that full engine load has been reached,
the engine may begin to droop in RPM. After a preset amount of droop the machine
will switch over to engine load control mode. When this happens the light at the left
will turn red, the tachometer will light up yellow, and the travel speed will decrease to
prevent further droop.

Some versions of the software incorporate a means to manually set the engine RPM
droop set point. There are three ways it can be set.
1.
Fully Automatically. As long as the droop set point selector is in the Auto
position the droop will automatically set to 150 RPM below whatever normal engine
RPM is detected when entering auto grind mode. A new set point can be calculated
“on the fly” by quickly moving the Main Frame Lift/Lower switch to neutral and back
to down.
2.
One Time Override. With the droop set point selector in the Auto position
and once auto grinding has begun the operator can manually enter a new droop set
point. When auto grind mode is exited, then re-entered, the PLC will once again
calculate a new droop set point by subtracting 150 RPM from the normal engine RPM.
3.
Full Time Override. When the droop set point selector is in the Override
position the operator can enter a droop set point once and this will be remembered
until changed or until the PLC is shut down and restarted.
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Depth Control Adjustment

The depth controls on the PC-6000EC are driven by hydraulic motors controlled by
the PLC. The PLC uses signals it receives from the depth control adjustment switches
located at the operator’s stations and from the touch screen buttons located on the
Operating Screen. The PLC also monitors how far the depth controls have moved
when they are being adjusted. This information is read back to the operator through
the displays in the “This Adjustment” section of the Operating Screen.

When the operator uses one of the adjustment switches located at the operator station
the PLC activates the hydraulic valve that in turn actuates the hydraulic motor that
adjusts the height of the depth control assemblies.
As the depth control assemblies move the PLC monitors how far they have traveled
and displays this value in the appropriate “This Adjustment” display. After the
adjustment has been made this value is displayed for a short time (10 seconds) and
then the display is set to 0 again.
Alternately, the operator can use the pushbuttons located in the Depth Control
Adjustment section of the Operating Screen. Each press of these buttons will adjust
the depth control assemblies approximately 1/16”.
It should be noted all depth control adjustments are relative to the blade shaft; by
pressing the left depth control adjustment UP 1/16”, the left side of the head will
move up 1/16”.
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Machine Speed Mode

The Machine Speed Mode controls are used to switch the machine’s operating mode
between Travel, Automatic, and Manual Grind modes.

When the machine is first powered up none of the operating modes are enabled. One
of the three operating modes must be enabled before the machine can be moved.
To enable any of the three modes press the corresponding button on Machine Speed
Mode controls on the Operating Screen.
Once a given mode is enabled it will illuminate green on the Operating Screen.
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Grinding Mode

The Grinding Mode indicator illuminates red when the machine is in Grinding Mode.
This happens when the Main Frame Lower output is on, the rear engine is running,
and either auto grind mode or manual grind mode is enabled.
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Overview of Reports
The PC-6000EC generates and saves three basic types of reports.


Daily Reports



Job Reports



Head Reports

With these three reports owners and operators can track three different and important
types of data.
Daily Reports

The daily report is intended to be used to track production over a single shift or some
other period of time. This report shows daily production figures including:


Total time the machine has been powered up since the last reset



Total time the machine has been grinding since the last reset



Total distance ground since last reset; in feet



Total area ground since last reset; in square yards



Approximate total volume removed since last reset; in cubic yards



Average grinding speed since last reset; in feet per minute



Average engine load since last reset



Time spent at full load since last reset



Average engine RPM since last reset

A more precise description of each of these functions is offered later in this section.
These parameters are accumulated beginning with a reset and are saved to a date
stamped file at the next reset.
A reset occurs when the operator chooses to end the current daily log and start a new
one. An operator is given this option each time the Operator’s Interface is powered
up.
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Current Daily Log

At any time during operation the operator may view the daily log in progress. In this
way the operator may track machine performance throughout the day. These figures
give the operator the tools to gauge changes in job conditions as well as other factors
that can influence overall production.
To view the daily log in progress:
From the “Reports” menu select “Current Values” then “Daily”.

This will bring up the Current Daily Log:
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These values may be viewed at anytime, but are not saved into a file until the operator
chooses to end the current log and begin a new log.
To save the current log and start a new one:
When the Operator’s Interface is powered up click “SAVE” to save the current log
and start a new one. Click “CONTINUE” to continue adding to the current daily log
or click “DISCARD” to clear the log without saving.
This dialog can also be accessed by clicking the “RESET DATA” button located on
the Daily Report Screen.
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Job Logs

In addition to the Daily Logs kept by the Operator’s Interface, Job Logs are also kept
to track machine production over the life of a job.
These logs track the same data as the Daily Logs, only for a longer period of time.
These reports can also be named by the operator to aid in tracking their relevance. We
recommend naming the job logs something relevant to the time and location of the
job.
Current Job Log

To view the Current Job Log in progress:
From the “Reports” menu select “Current Values” then “Job”.

This will bring up the Current Job Log Screen:
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These values may be viewed at anytime, but are not saved into a file until the operator
chooses to end the current log and begin a new log.
To save the current log and start a new one first assign a name to the log file. Do this
by clicking “Enter Current Job”. A pop-up dialog box will appear which you can use
to enter information for the current job:
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Clicking on any of the information boxes will bring up a keyboard that can be used to
enter information for that box. All this information is saved with the Job Report.
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Once a title has been entered the job can be ended by clicking the “End Job” button.
A new job will then start automatically.
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Head Reports

The head report is intended to be used to track production over the life of the entire
head, or some other given period of time. This report shows production figures
including:


Total time the machine has been powered up since the last reset



Total time the machine has been grinding since the last reset



Total area ground since last reset; in square yards



Approximate total volume removed since last reset; in cubic yards



Average engine RPM since last reset



Average grinding speed since last reset; in feet per minute



Time spent at full load since last reset



Average engine load since last reset

A more precise description of each of these functions is offered later in this manual.
When a Head Report is ended a file is created that stores these values accumulated
over the life of the head.
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While a head report file only shows the total accumulations of these parameters from
the time the head is first installed, the head report screen actually shows this
information for three different time parameters.
The “SINCE LAST SCAN” column shows values that have accumulated since the last
time that the head was scanned.
The “PREVIOUS SCAN” column shows the totals that had been accumulated
between the time that the head was last scanned, and the scan before that.
The “SINCE ORIGINAL SCAN” column shows the accumulated values since the
head was new.
Using these three groups of information, it is possible to draw a correlation between
changing operating parameters and changes in head wear.
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The three colored boxes in the upper left side of the screen show the measured wear
for the three periods of time tracked by the report screen.
The box labeled “ORIGINAL SCAN” shows the measured wear since the head was
new.
The box labeled “PREVIOUS SCAN” shows the wear measured in the period before
the “LAST SCAN”
The box labeled “LAST SCAN” shows the wear measured between the last scan
performed, and the scan prior to that.
These three wear figures are shown graphically on the chart to the right. This offers a
graphical representation of the head wear and reveals excessive wear in any one region.
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Begin a new Head Log

To begin a new Head Log after ending the previous log: simply install the head on the
machine and perform a Head Scan.
Before a Head Scan can be performed:


The Main Engine must not be running



There must be sufficient air pressure



The Main Frame must be off the ground

To perform a Head Scan press the “SCAN HEAD” button located on the Current
Head Report screen. When this button is pressed it will turn green to indicate that a
head scan is in process. The scan takes approximately 10 seconds to perform. Once
the scan is complete the measurement cylinders will retract and the Scan button will
return to its un-activated color. Subsequent scans will use the same procedure.
At this time you may enter additional head information. To do this click the button
labeled “ENTER ADDITIONAL DATA”. A pop-up dialog box will appear which
you can use to enter additional information about the head.
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Clicking on any of the information boxes will bring up a keyboard that can be used to
enter information for that box. All this information is saved with the Head Report.

Ending a Head Report

You can end a Head Report and create the Head Report File at any time by clicking
the “END HEAD” button located in the upper right corner of the screen. This will
end the current report, and prepare for a new one.
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WW Utilities
The WW Utilities menu contains several utilities that can be used to calibrate sensors,
view detailed historical data, or assist in trouble shooting.
The utilities menu contains the following items:


Historical Alarms



Current Alarms



Historical Trends



Joystick Calibrate



Cut Depth Calibrate



Head Measure Calibrate



Change Operator



Windows Desktop



Loop Tuning



PLC Status Screens



Help Screens

If user names and passwords are used some of these functions may not available to all
users.
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Alarm Overview

The PC-6000EC electronic controls constantly monitor the status of various inputs
and outputs. Should any of these values exceed predefined levels an alarm is triggered
and presented to the operator. These alarms are intended to display to the operator
possible trouble in the electronic controls. Alarms can be triggered during the normal
operation of the machine and will typically clear themselves quickly. However, a
persistent alarm should be investigated.
All alarms are logged into memory for later review as necessary.
Historical Alarms

The historical alarms screen can be used to view alarms that have been logged into
memory. This can provide a technician with detailed history of machine operation and
a means to track problems.
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Current Alarms

The current alarm screen displays any active alarm conditions. A miniature version of
this screen is displayed automatically whenever an alarm occurs.
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Overview of Historical Logging

The PC-6000EC constantly monitors and records several operating conditions that can
be used for advanced trouble shooting. This data can be viewed using the Historical
Trends Screen. While the historical trends screen can be used for everyday
troubleshooting it was designed as a tool for factory troubleshooting. For operation of
this screen please consult the factory.
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Joystick Calibration

From time to time, or when they have been replaced, the electronic joysticks that are
used to operate the PC-6000EC need to be recalibrated. The electronic controls
contain an easy calibration screen that can be used to this end:

Caution:

Joysticks that are out of calibration can cause unpredictable movement.
When calibrating the joysticks carefully follow the procedures outlined in
this manual and always be prepared for unpredictable movement.
Before calibrating the joysticks calibration mode must be enabled. To enable
calibration mode press the “Calibration Mode” button located on the top of the
Joystick Calibration Screen. When the “Calibration Mode” button is green calibration
mode is enabled, the drive outputs are set to zero, and drive functions are disabled.
Follow the instructions on the screen.
When done with the calibration routine press the “Calibration Mode” button again to
de-illuminate the button and exit calibration mode. After calibration mode is disabled
the machine is capable of movement again.
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Joystick Calibrate

Use the following procedure to calibrate the joysticks:
1.

Enable Calibration Mode

2.

Once the Calibration Mode Button is illuminated green, pull the joystick all
the way back. The machine should not move.
Note

If the machine moves while the Calibration Mode Button is illuminated
green, shut the machine down immediately and call the factory.
3.

When the joystick is all the way back, press the button marked “FULL
REVERSE CALIBRATE”.

4.

Next push the joystick all the way forward.

5.

When the joystick is all the way forward, press the button marked “FULL
FORWARD CALIBRATION”.

6.

Next put the joystick in the center position.

7.

When the joystick is in the center position, press the button marked
“ZERO SPEED CALIBRATE”.

8.

The calibrations should be such that full one direction equals
approximately 9.5Volts, full the other direction should equal approximately
0.5 Volts, and center should equal approximately 5 Volts. If the calibrated
figures are significantly different from this on one side of the machine, the
joystick may need to be replaced. If the values are significantly different
than this on both sides of the machine, the 10 Volt power supplies may
need to be replaced.
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Cut Depth Calibrate

The PC6000EC uses a wheel placed in front of the head to measure the height of the
incoming pavement. This information is used to calculate an approximate volume of
removal. It is necessary from time to time to recalibrate the sensor on this wheel to
compensate for head wear. A quick calibration utility is incorporated into the
PC6000EC software to accommodate this:

To calibrate the depth of cut place the head so it is just touching the pavement in a
relatively flat area, then press the “CALIBRATE NOW” button located in the
calibration utility.
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Change Operator

The change operator utility is used to control access to various features of the
PC6000EC software. Through this utility users log on with their user name and
password to gain or restrict access to features like reports, calibration utilities, and set
points.
By default when a new machine is sent to the customer everyone is granted full access
to all features of the software. Should the new owner decide to restrict this access user
names and passwords must be set up with different access levels. Please consult the
factory for assistance with this new set up.
The following sections only apply after user names and passwords have been set up.
Log On

To log on you must enter a valid user name and password.
To enter your user name, click the box below “USER NAME”. A pop up keyboard
will appear. Use this keyboard to enter your user name.
To enter your password, click the box below “PASSWORD”. A pop up keyboard will
appear. Use this keyboard to enter your password. Note that your password will not
be shown on the screen.
Once you have successfully logged on your access level will be shown on the Change
Operator screen.
Log Off

To log off click the button labeled “LOG OFF”
Also note that to change passwords or configure users an external keyboard may be
required.
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Enable / Disable Set Points

Anyone with sufficient permissions may Enable or Disable the user’s ability to modify
the current machine set points. Once logged on click the Enable Disable Set Points
button located on the Change Operator Dialog:

A new dialog box appears showing the current status of the set point control. Clicking
the large button in the middle will toggle the set point access from Enabled to Disabled
or vice versa.
When set points are disabled the operator cannot modify the set points that are
programmed into the machine.
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Windows Desktop

Clicking the button labeled “WINDOWS DESKTOP” hides the toolbar that is usually
shown across the top of the screen. This allows the operator to minimize or close the
PC6000EC Software, and gain access to the operating system environment of the
computer. When the toolbar is hidden a button marked “RETURN” is shown to reshow the toolbar:
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Loop Tuning

The loop tuning screen is provided as a way to alter the tuning parameters of the
machine. These parameters should only be modified under the supervision of a
factory representative.

Caution:

Improper tuning of the control system can cause erratic operation and
machine damage.
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PLC Status Screens

The PLC Status screen is another diagnostic tool. It shows the actual input and output
status as the PLC sees them. This screen is meant to be used in conjunction with
factory assistance diagnosing problems remotely.
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Help Screens

These manuals and machine schematics can be accessed via the Help button:
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Shutdown

This button can be used to shut down the computer:
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